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Abstract

Epidemic rates of diabetes among Native North Americans demand novel solutions. Zhiiwaape-newin Akino’maagewin: Teaching to Prevent Diabetes was a community-based diabetes prevention program based in schools, food stores and health offices in seven First Nations in northwestern Ontario, Canada. Program interventions in these three institutions included implementation of Grades 3 and 4 healthy lifestyles curricula; stocking and labeling of healthier foods and healthy recipes cooking demonstrations and taste tests; and mass media efforts and community events held by health agencies. Qualitative and quantitative process data collected through surveys, logs and interviews assessed fidelity, dose, reach and context of the intervention to evaluate implementation and explain impact findings. School curricula implementation had moderate fidelity with 63% delivered as planned. Store activities had moderate fidelity: availability of all promoted foods was 70%, and appropriate shelf labels were posted 60% of the time. Cooking demonstrations were performed with 71% fidelity and high dose. A total of 156 posters were placed in community locations; radio, cable TV and newsletters were utilized. Interviews revealed that the program was culturally acceptable and relevant, and suggestions for improvement were made. These findings will be used to plan an expanded trial in several Native North American communities.

Introduction

Background

American Indians and First Nations populations in the United States and Canada (henceforth collectively referred to as Native North Americans) have been disproportionately affected by the epidemic of Type 2 diabetes mellitus, with some of the highest rates in the world [1–8]. The Pima Indians of Arizona were reported to have an adult prevalence of 50% [8], the highest ever documented, and Sandy Lake First Nation in Canada had an age-standardized prevalence of 26.1% [9]. The epidemic in North American populations continues to increase and shows no signs of slowing [4, 6, 10].

Diabetes is a complex disease caused by a combination of genetic and environmental risk factors [4], including fatty food preparation resulting in high caloric and fat intake and increasing rates of obesity coupled with low levels of physical activity [11, 12]. Native diets in northwestern Ontario have been shown to be high in protein and fat and low in dietary fiber [11], increasing diabetes risk [13, 14]. Modification of risk factors such as sedentariness,
obesity and diet quality could drastically reduce the risk of developing diabetes [11, 13, 15–20].

Several diabetes and obesity prevention programs for Native North American communities have aimed to improve overall health through diet and/or physical activity [21–26]. The relative success of these programs can be linked to their emphasis on formative research, community participation, integration of local knowledge and learning styles, monitoring and evaluation plans and flexibility in program design [21–23, 25, 27]. However, most of these programs have focused on only one institution, usually the school, which does not allow for exposure through multiple channels [28] and targets only a select sample of the community, namely, schoolchildren. Effective community-based health promotion programs need to mobilize communities, integrate program activities into multiple community settings and employ individual, environmental and social changes [29]. Implementation and evaluation of the Zhiiwaapenewin Akino’maagewin: Teaching to Prevent Diabetes (ZATPD) program attempted to fill this gap.

**Project description and study design**

The ZATPD program was adapted from two community-based programs, the Sandy Lake School Diabetes Prevention Program [24] and the Apache Healthy Stores program [30], with activities added in partnership with local health and social services (HSS) agencies. Extensive formative work was conducted in the ZATPD communities [31], which included dietary assessment to select target foods (S. Sharma, in preparation).

ZATPD used an integrated approach and aimed to reach the majority of community members by working in multiple institutions simultaneously. Activities were divided into five phases, each with targeted foods and behaviors, and integrated across institutions. Each phase was lasted 6–10 weeks, averaging 8 weeks per phase. The schools implemented yearlong curricula for Grades 3 and 4, which used story-telling and participatory activities to teach and reinforce healthier eating habits and promote physical activity, as well as educate students about diabetes risk. For the store component, food store owners were asked to stock healthier food choices, utilize shelf labels identifying promoted foods and display educational posters. Additionally, cooking demonstrations/taste tests (CD/TTs) were held which demonstrated healthier cooking methods and distributed samples of healthier foods. Finally, the HSS component included community events and workshops intended for integration with ongoing HSS activities. The program utilized local communication methods such as radio, cable television, newsletters and bulletin boards for educational materials.

Seven First Nations communities in four sites in northwestern Ontario, Canada, participated in the feasibility trial. Researchers gave presentations to several community leaders, and interested communities volunteered to participate. Three of the seven were part of the formative research. Baseline household interviews were conducted in all communities, and Round 1 of the intervention began in September 2005 in four communities (in two study sites referred to as Site 1 and Site 2). Process evaluation took place in these communities. Subsequently follow-up interviews were conducted, and then Round 2 communities received the intervention beginning in September 2006. Results from the pre–post evaluation are reported elsewhere (L. Ho, in preparation) [32].

Site 1 is a remote fly-in community with winter road access 2 months of the year and a population of ~1100 on reserve. The reserve has two medium-sized stores, two convenience stores, a school, a nursing station, local radio and local cable television. Almost all food is flown in, and supplies of fresh foods are limited. Site 2 encompasses three semi-remote communities with year-round road access to a nearby town, and on-reserve populations range between 120 and 300 people. Communities are 30–60 min from town, and have access to convenience stores, medium-sized stores and a large supermarket. Children go to public schools off reserve, and community members have access to health centers on reserve and in town. In baseline surveys of Round 1 and Round 2 communities, 27% of adults interviewed (n = 133) reported that they
were diabetic, and 80% were obese or overweight (body mass index \( \geq 25 \); L. Ho, in preparation) [32]. The actual prevalence of diabetes is likely to be higher due to undiagnosed cases. Respondents reported that supermarkets or grocery stores were the most common place they got food, while on the remote reserves 54% supplemented with hunting and fishing and 28% ordered or bought food off reserve. Only 5% of respondents from the semi-remote communities reported hunting or fishing as a main source of food. Also, 23% of households had at least one child in Grades 3 or 4 and 73% had at least one person under the age of 18.

Each community was intended to have one program assistant and one process evaluator, but this was not possible due to limited applicants and two resignations. Site 1 had one person for both positions, while Site 2 had two program assistants and one process evaluator for three communities. All program staff received pre- and mid-program training on nutrition, diabetes and program activities. Investigators and program staff presented the program and curriculum to teachers and interested school staff at the beginning of the program. The field supervisor and project coordinator provided on-the-job support and site visits.

Standards for intervention delivery were set for each component. Teachers were asked to deliver a lesson approximately every 2 weeks, for a total of 17 lessons in Grade 3 and 16 lessons in Grade 4, with four family packs sent home over the year aimed at increasing parental involvement and knowledge. Store owners were asked to stock promoted foods during each phase and to continue stocking these foods throughout the intervention. Program assistants were required to conduct at least three CD/TTs per phase per community and three per phase at the large supermarket; to place new posters and flyers for each phase at all feasible community locations including band offices, schools, stores, HSS offices, community halls, nursing stations and in school and community newsletters and to organize and conduct at least one community event per phase. Additionally, ZATPD assistants were encouraged to work with HSS staff to plan workshops and other events.

Process evaluation

Researchers have demonstrated the need for comprehensive process evaluation in health promotion interventions to improve program quality [33–36]. Process evaluation can help researchers avoid a Type III error [37], the measurement of something that does not exist, by giving a clear picture of how well program activities are implemented and the context in which implementation occurs [38]. With proper documentation, negative outcomes due to ineffective programs can be distinguished from negative outcomes due to insufficient program delivery. Additionally, variability in delivery among intervention sites can elucidate and explain relative successes and failures [39].

Process evaluation can be both formative and summative [40]. Formative use includes ‘fine-tuning’ an intervention during implementation [40]. Data used for summative purposes evaluate the extent to which an intervention was implemented as planned and reached the intended audience. Both uses are helpful in the design, evaluation and streamlining of community interventions. Process evaluation of ZATPD served both roles.

The ZATPD process evaluation focused on five constructs: ‘fidelity’, the quality of program delivery and extent to which it is delivered as planned; ‘dose delivered’, the number of units delivered by interventionists; ‘dose received’, the extent to which the target audience actively engages in and receives intervention activities; ‘reach’, the amount of target audience that participates in the intervention and ‘context’, the larger sociopolitical and environmental factors that may influence the intervention [41].

There has been little process evaluation of multi-institutional interventions, and because ZATPD was a feasibility trial, process data were particularly relevant. This paper explores the following main research questions:

(i) Was the ZATPD program implemented with high fidelity, reach and dose?
(ii) Is ZATPD a feasible, acceptable and sustainable model for this context?
(iii) How can ZATPD be improved for expansion to additional Native North American communities?

---

**Methods**

**Process evaluation instruments**

Qualitative and quantitative process evaluation instruments were developed for the school, store and HSS components (Table I). Development of evaluation instruments and methods were based on previous work and lessons learned [30, 42, 43]. School lesson implementation was assessed through teacher interviews, and teachers kept logs for family pack returns. Stocking of foods and poster placement at stores was assessed by a checklist form which was completed several times per phase for each store. Participation in CD/TTs was assessed by counting participants and food samples given and assessing participant reaction in addition to a self-administered evaluation form given to participants. Mass media was evaluated by recording posters, flyers, radio and cable TV spots and newsletter publications each phase. Semi-structured interviews were done with teachers, school staff, students’ families, store owners, HSS employees and ZATPD employees assessing acceptability, feasibility and sustainability. Exposure instruments were used in other analyses to fully assess reach of all components.

**Data collection, management and analysis**

Process evaluators, research staff and investigators collected all process data. All forms were regularly sent by fax or hand delivered to the field supervisor, who checked and entered data into a Microsoft Access database. STATA version 8.2 [44] statistical software was used for quantitative analysis. Process indicators for which standards were set, such as fidelity (i.e. % of minimum foods stocked) or dose received (i.e. % of family pack cards completed and returned), were assigned to categories of implementation as follows: low (0–49%), moderate (50–74%) or high (75–100%). These were post hoc categories agreed upon by the authors to ease interpretation of results. For indicators where no specific criteria were set, such as reach and dose delivered at CD/TTs, no categorization was assigned. Most interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed, though in some cases notes were taken during interviews instead. Field guides were semi-structured with questions and topics for probing. Transcripts were divided into sections based on topic and read several times by the first author until themes emerged and representative quotes were selected.

---

**Results**

**School**

*Fidelity, reach and dose*

An average of nine out of 17 Grade 3 lessons and eight out of 16 Grade 4 lessons were taught completely or partially, with an average of 16 students in attendance at each lesson (Table II). Each lesson had multiple components, and overall moderate fidelity was achieved with 63% of the planned lesson elements delivered. Out of 139 family packs distributed (dose delivered), 40% were completed and returned (dose received). Return rate for Grade 4 was particularly low at only 19%. Teachers reported enjoying 82% of the lessons and judged that students enjoyed 75% of those lessons taught.

*Feasibility, acceptability and sustainability*

Two principals, all seven teachers and 16 parents participated in a total of 34 semi-structured interviews. Teachers expressed overall satisfaction with the acceptability and operability of lessons, but cited difficulty with time constraints. As one teacher explained, ‘Our curriculum, especially in grade 3, is jam-packed with math and language because we are shooting for that EQAO test [a standardized test for Ontario] in May. It is somewhat difficult to get anything other than math and language in’. The program was perceived as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Process evaluation component</th>
<th>When planned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Curriculum lesson completion form</td>
<td>Reach (number of students), dose delivered (number of lessons) and fidelity (completeness of lessons)</td>
<td>2×/semester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Family pack card return log</td>
<td>Dose delivered (number sent home) and dose received (extent to which families participated)</td>
<td>4×/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Family semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>Context and dose received</td>
<td>Interim and post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Family/child exposure to the school program&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Reach and dose received</td>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. School staff semi-structured in-depth interviews</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Interim and post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Cooking demo/taste test process evaluation form</td>
<td>Fidelity (frequency of demos), reach (number of participants), dose delivered (number of food samples, flyers and recipes distributed), dose received (reaction to and interest level in promoted food)</td>
<td>3×/phase per community and large store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Cooking demo/taste test participant evaluation form</td>
<td>Dose received (reaction to and intended use of promoted food)</td>
<td>3×/phase per community and large store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Store visit process evaluation form</td>
<td>Fidelity (availability of promoted foods, presence of shelf labels and posters)</td>
<td>3×/phase per store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Store sales and feasibility semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Interim and post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Community exposure to the store program&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Reach and dose received</td>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Mass media log</td>
<td>Fidelity (existence of posters/flyers in community locations, airings on radio and cable TV, publications in newsletters, dose delivered (community))</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Pedometer challenge enrollment log</td>
<td>Reach (number of participants enrolled) and dose delivered (extent to which enrollees participated)</td>
<td>Once per community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Pedometer challenge participant survey</td>
<td>Dose received (extent to which participants were engaged in the activity)</td>
<td>Once per community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Community events log</td>
<td>Reach (number of participants) and fidelity (completion of events as planned)</td>
<td>1–2× per phase per community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O. HSS semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Interim and post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Community exposure to the HSS component&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Reach and dose received</td>
<td>Post-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q. Employee semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Interim and post-intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Exposure data will be presented in a program impact paper to follow.
relevant and interesting for the students. One teacher stated:

It’s brought some information forward that the children hadn’t been aware of before. And if nothing else, it’s making them more aware that they need to be more physically active. Now they’re talking about grandparents and other family members who are diagnosed already with diabetes, and some who have complications from it. They’re putting it together that ‘whoa, I can do something about this’.

Some teachers observed a trend for healthier lunches and more physical activity among students, while others noted persistent unhealthy habits despite classroom discussions.

Many parents reported not seeing the curriculum material, but those who had found it relevant and culturally acceptable. They enjoyed reading the stories and cooking recipes with their kids. Some parents noticed changes in their children’s eating habits and activity levels. One mother said that her daughter who used to like McDonald’s now says, ‘Mom, McDonald’s, its junk food, I know it is not good for me’. Parents on the remote reserve expressed difficulty obtaining the requested foods due to limited availability and high prices.

Suggestions for improvement
Suggestions for improvement from teachers included shortening lessons, providing more hands- on activities and exposure to promoted foods, more discussion of the general Canadian population and including audio pronunciation guides for Ojibway words. Teachers and principals welcomed the idea of taste tests in the schools. Parents requested more information and contact from teachers about the program, perhaps involving phone calls. Teachers also requested that phasing in of the curriculum take place in a way that Grade 4 students do not miss the Grade 3 curriculum. Recognizing the importance of starting young, principals and teachers suggested expanding the curriculum to start earlier and last throughout the school years.

Store
Fidelity, reach and dose
Three small/convenience stores, four medium-sized stores and one large supermarket participated in the program. A total of 93 store evaluation visits were made over five phases (plus eight for post-intervention evaluation), an average of two visits per store per phase. Stocking of foods was evaluated for all promoted foods and minimum standard foods, a less stringent set of foods considered essential for each phase. Availability of promoted foods was assessed before, during and after the phase in which the food was promoted since stores were encouraged to continue to stock healthy foods.

The program achieved moderate fidelity in posting of shelf labels and posters and stocking of foods. The overall availability of all promoted foods over
five phases was 64% (Table III). Overall availability of minimum standard foods (assessed separately for foods in each phase) was 60% before, 70% during and 71% after each phase. For available foods, shelf labels were placed appropriately 60% of the time. Overall fidelity of the poster goal was 78%.

Though originally planned as part of the store component, CD/TTs were conducted most often at community locations such as band offices, community halls and HSS offices due to limited space and minimal traffic in smaller stores. The goal of three at the large supermarket and three per community per phase had a fidelity of 71% overall with a total of 53 demos (Table IV). There were 572 participants who actively participated in the demonstrations (average 11/demo), 620 food samples distributed (average 12/demo) and 412 flyers and recipes distributed (average 8/demo). On a scale of 1–5, the average participant reaction to the food (as judged by the process evaluators) was 4.08 (SD 0.58) and participant interest was 3.83 (SD 0.75) (Table V). From 429 self-administered surveys, participants gave the taste of the food an average of 4.58 out of five (SD 0.70), and rate that they would buy or make the food as 4.22 (SD 0.90). The ratings and positive reactions suggest high participant engagement and interest (dose received).

**Feasibility, acceptability and sustainability**

A total of 13 semi-structured interviews were conducted with 10 managers, owners or employees at all eight stores and with ZATPD staff. All store owners stated that the program was easy to have in their stores, and most thought the shelf labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III. Store fidelity: % minimum foods stocked, % placement of shelf labels and posters by phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promoted foods (minimum standard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-fat milk, one healthier spread (low-fat margarine or no sugar added jam), whole-wheat bread, one low-sugar cereal, one high-fiber cereal, oatmeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen vegetables, kidney beans, cooking spray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet soda, bottled water, one lower fat coffee whitener, artificial sweetener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen fruit, dipping vegetables, low-fat/light dressing or dip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-fat popcorn, baked/low-fat chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All minimum standard foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of store visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Total promoted foods stocked&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Minimum standard foods stocked&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Appropriate shelf labels present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Poster goal met</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Store data for Phase 3 is not available for Site 1 stores which skews the percentages for this phase.

<sup>b</sup>Total promoted foods stocked and shelf labels are calculated for foods up to an including each phase (i.e. % for Phase 3 includes foods promoted for Phases 1 through 3).

<sup>c</sup>Pre-, during- and post-phase food availability is calculated only for phase-specific foods.

<sup>d</sup>Not available.
were useful and educational for customers. Some noted increases in sales of promoted items, but exact records were not consulted. The manager of the supermarket commented positively on the program, but stated the difficulty of conveying messages to the public:

I think the intent of it is good […] But I think just the shelf tickets and the awareness campaigns, I think are just not seen […] You know when every box of cereal has got some marketing campaign on it of ‘high in this’ and ‘healthy this’, you know for you to put up a shelf talker that says ‘high in fiber’—well, every cereal box already has that, if it honestly is high in fiber. And you know what, the message has become so diluted that if it has any fiber in it at all they’ll call it a healthy alternative […] They’re just

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity: percentage of frequency goal attained* (total completed)</td>
<td>87% (13)</td>
<td>71% (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach: average number of participants/demo (total)</td>
<td>9 (81)</td>
<td>11 (572)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose delivered: average number of food samples/demo (total)</td>
<td>10 (112)</td>
<td>12 (620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose delivered: average number of flyers and/or recipes/demo (total)</td>
<td>4 (56)</td>
<td>8 (412)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Goal was 3/large store/phase and 3/community at community locations (i.e. band office)/phase.

---

**Table IV. Fidelity, reach and dose of cooking demonstrations and taste tests by phase**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity: percentage of frequency goal attained</td>
<td>87% (13)</td>
<td>71% (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach: average number of participants/demo</td>
<td>9 (81)</td>
<td>11 (572)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose delivered: average number of food samples/demo</td>
<td>10 (112)</td>
<td>12 (620)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose delivered: average number of flyers and/or recipes/demo</td>
<td>4 (56)</td>
<td>8 (412)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table V. Dose received and participant reactions toward food by phase**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Promoted food</th>
<th>Process evaluator observation</th>
<th>Participant evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participant reaction, mean (n, SD)</td>
<td>Participant interest, mean (n, SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lower fat milks (2%, 1% and skim)</td>
<td>3.92 (13, 0.63)</td>
<td>3.54 (13, 0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lower fat spreads (light margarine, no sugar added jam)</td>
<td>4.23 (13, 0.60)</td>
<td>3.85 (13, 0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lower fat hamburger soup</td>
<td>4.09 (11, 0.30)</td>
<td>4.09 (11, 0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Eggs and potatoes with cooking spray</td>
<td>4.20 (5, 0.45)</td>
<td>4.2 (5, 0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lower fat homemade pizza</td>
<td>4.5 (6, 0.55)</td>
<td>3.67 (6, 1.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>All promoted foods</td>
<td>4.08 (48, 0.58)</td>
<td>3.83 (48, 0.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bombarded with so much health information and marketing that they don’t know who to trust anymore.

Other comments echoed this sentiment, and owners of smaller stores stated that they would only stock what people buy, which meant potentially discontinuing some healthy items that did not sell. Overall, store owners appreciated the list of healthy foods and were willing to stock new foods, especially if they were requested by customers, but the remote reserve had difficulty obtaining items from suppliers and keeping them in stock. At the end of the program, most owners agreed to continue stocking healthier foods, and some stated they would post shelf labels and posters if given the materials.

The one-on-one communication with people through CD/TTs and community events like store tours was appreciated and perceived as more effective than simple shelf labels and posters. The supermarket manager stated:

I would think the most effective thing you’re doing is when you bring them in here on a tour and personally speak to them all, and say ‘hey, Sunny Delight is not orange juice.’ You know, ‘this has fiber, and you need this, and this is why’. The personal touch, you know, they’ll listen to that. That’s the only way I think it’s going to be truly effective. Because right now I think your sign campaign is wonderful and I’m glad we do it and I want to keep it going, but are you getting bang for the buck? I doubt it.

Community health representatives (CHR)s felt that the CD/TTs were a successful way to educate the community, as one CHR explains:

They’re very visual people, and this gives them something to see. You know the actual seeing the food being cooked, or having it right there so they can taste it and then see it. Whereas a lot of the pamphlets we have, it’s a lot of reading […] But I find that the food sampling gives them the opportunity to feel comfortable, a little bit more relaxed, and they seem to think of questions to ask as they’re eating.

Suggestions for improvement

Store owners had very few suggestions for improvement aside from laminating shelf labels and finding sturdy ways to affix them. ZATPD staff suggested working to lower prices of healthier foods or having sales on ZATPD promoted foods. One employee emphasized this and pointed to the necessity of higher structural interventions:

You know I’ve heard this so many times, all the good stuff is jacked right up. And all the junk that they buy, it’s no choice you know because it’s cheaper, it’s cost efficient for them. All the good stuff should be cheaper […] Not only that, but I think this should come from the factories themselves you know. They should involve the government, the factory makers, you know decide if you want everybody to be diabetic in 100 years […] That’s my main concern, you guys need to step up a few more steps to push for this prevention that we’re doing.

Parents also raised the concern of high prices, so the program should work with store owners and suppliers on this issue.

Health and social services/community events

Fidelity, reach and dose

Kickoff feasts were held in each community at the beginning of Phase 1, three of which included a community walk. Kickoff events had good attendance, with a total of 122 people, 58 in Site 1 and an average of 21 in Site 2 communities. During Phase 1, a pedometer walking challenge was held. Community members were enrolled in a 4-week challenge and given pedometers to monitor their steps for prizes. A total of 87 people enrolled; 47 in Site 1 and an average of 13 people in Site 2 communities. Four people out of 87 finished the 4-week challenge. Comments reported increased
motivation, but many participants reported lost, forgotten or unreliable pedometers. Additional activities during this phase included two workshops held with HSS programs and attendance of program staff at a health screening.

Community events planned for subsequent phases had lower participation. One community held walking clubs in the community hall up to twice a week with a total of 31 participants. During Phases 2 and 3, announcements were made for Healthy Cooking Contests and Turn Off the TV Day, but no one signed up to participate. Rather than have the scheduled Family Fun Night in Phase 3, program staff had information and food sampling tables at local health fairs in two communities in Site 2 (participant data were counted with CD/TTs).

A total of 156 posters (average 39/community) were placed at band offices, nursing stations, schools, HSS offices, community halls and stores throughout the program (Table VI). A total of 565 flyers, cartoons and recipes were distributed at CD/TTs or posted on walls. Flyers, cartoons and program updates were printed in community and school newsletters 30 times. In Site 1, lesson supplements from the school curriculum were aired for two consecutive days on the cable station, eight flyers or announcements were run for ~1 month each and five announcements or stories were read on the local radio. In Site 2, 12 informational radio spots were purchased each for Phases 3 and 4 from a radio station in town that claimed broadcast coverage to ~35 000 people.

Feasibility, acceptability and sustainability

Eight interviews were conducted with five CHRs and HSS employees in all four communities, as well as ZATPD program staff, assessing the program as a whole. Interviewees perceived the program as well-received, culturally acceptable and relevant in their communities. CHRs wanted to integrate the program more completely into their current diabetes activities, which often focused on diabetes care rather than prevention. One CHR commented on this:

I think what we’re trying to do is incorporate everything so that it just smoothly rolls, and

I think this would be a really important component. I really like it and in fact, our healthier lifestyle challenge is a spin-off of this […] I love that I don’t have to put something together; it’s right there for me.

All communities expressed a willingness to continue program activities if supplied with materials, but there was no plan made for such continuation.

ZATPD staff enjoyed the opportunity to help their communities, but felt that they were not sufficiently prepared to provide health advice. The ZATPD training in diabetes and nutrition was appreciated, but was ultimately inadequate. There was dissatisfaction with the short time frame for implementation since community members were gaining awareness of the program only toward the end of the feasibility trial.

Suggestions for improvement

The most repeated suggestion from all sources was to do more: more CD/TTs, more recipes, more community events, more family oriented activities, more workshops and more communication with the community about program activities. Despite advertising, community members were unaware of program goals or activities. Specifically to get more involvement in events, more incentives would be needed. There was a call for greater coordination between health workers and program staff and more training on nutrition and diabetes. Members of the reserves also noted that the Ojibway program name was hard to understand.

Suggestions to improve the walking challenge included shortening the challenge to less than a month, using time as a counter instead of distance, and involving nurses who could screen for blood pressure and blood sugar during the challenge. As with the stores, structural problems were identified, namely, that dogs and dusty roads kept people from walking. One CHR stated the need for community action:

Walking around the gym I guess for us would be a band-aid solution. I want to do two things: get people out walking and get rid of the dogs. So the
only way to get rid of the dogs is to get something going like a walking group, and this way the chief and council can do action.

Despite these perceived barriers, people seemed aware that action could be taken to improve opportunities for healthy lifestyles.

Discussion

The ZATPD program achieved overall moderate levels of fidelity, dose and reach. The school curriculum was implemented with moderate fidelity and dose. In stores, maintenance of shelf labels and posters and stocking of healthier foods achieved moderate fidelity. CD/TTs and community events were both implemented with moderate fidelity, while CD/TTs had high dose received and community events had low participation. The program was considered culturally acceptable and relevant by all groups, and sustainability would be possible with modifications and planning.

Strong implementation of all components was difficult for many reasons and may have reduced program impact. At the school level, teachers expressed difficulty fitting lessons into schedules packed with other requirements and testing, which has been a problem in other school-based programs [26, 45]. There was a range of completion levels and satisfaction among teachers, pointing to the impact of individual priorities and teaching abilities. Because the teachers were not employees of the ZATPD program, there was limited opportunity for quality control. A suggestion was made to have health experts visit schools to deliver the curriculum instead of teachers, which could further integrate the school program with other ZATPD components.

Implementation of the store program takes commitment on the part of store owners. The food stores differed in eagerness and willingness to participate. In Site 1 where access to healthier foods is more limited, store owners readily agreed to participate and order the requested foods, but ordering systems were irregular and many foods were either not stocked at all or only for a short time. Also, store owners may have limited understanding of nutrition and therefore limited ability to make healthy purchases. At convenience stores, owners stock only what people will buy, and according to store owners, this does not include some healthy options. There are no clear trends and not enough data to conclude that the ZATPD program had a long-term

Table VI. Mass media dose delivered by phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of posters placed (average per community)</td>
<td>34 (9)</td>
<td>36 (9)</td>
<td>36 (9)</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>46 (12)</td>
<td>156 (39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of flyers, cartoons and recipes distributed/ posteda (average per community)</td>
<td>73 (18)</td>
<td>252 (63)</td>
<td>43 (11)</td>
<td>141 (35)</td>
<td>56 (14)</td>
<td>565 (141)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of school/ community newsletter entries</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of radio announcementsb</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of cable TV postingsc</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aIncludes those distributed at cooking demonstrations and those used like posters.
bLocal radio was available only in one community. Radio spots during Phases 3 and 4 were paid spots on a station that reached several communities.
cCable TV was available in only one community. Postings run continuously for ~1 month.
effect on stocking of healthier foods. One store was under construction for several months, limiting program implementation. Similar fidelity was seen with Apache Healthy Stores [30], though the latter phases of ZATPD showed problems in implementation.

Restructuring of the CD/TTs for community locations was necessary, but ultimately limited the ability to impact buying patterns at the point of purchase. The program assistant in Site 1 expressed discomfort in conducting demonstrations alone, and required foods were not always available for demonstration. Insufficient advertising for most CD/TTs meant that community members were unaware of demonstrations, limiting attendance.

Mass media components varied considerably through phases. Only Site 1 has access to local radio and cable TV, which was minimally utilized. Posters achieved high reach and fidelity in posting, but printing in community and school newsletters was sporadic. Educational displays were only used during CD/TTs because there were no available spots for permanent display.

Another challenge was raising enthusiasm for participation in community events. Many people signed up for the pedometer challenge, but high attrition rates suggest limited impact on people’s physical activity. Attendance at workshops was low and no one signed up for other advertised events. When activities were integrated into existing events such as health fairs attendance was much higher. Another community-based diabetes prevention program cited limited community ‘activation’ when working with a Native North American population and suggested that the limited time frame may have been insufficient to penetrate the community, which is a likely explanation for this program as well [46]. Addition of a ‘stages of change’ evaluation prior to program implementation could provide further information to guide program development.

**Strengths and limitations**

We developed a multi-component process evaluation plan to document and improve a multi-institutional community-based diabetes prevention program for First Nations. To our knowledge, this is the first detailed process evaluation of such an intervention program. There are both strengths and limitations to the data collected.

Collection of quantitative and qualitative data strengthens the evaluation plan. While careful documentation of program activities is important to evaluate reach, dose and fidelity, it is equally relevant to explore explanations of successes and failures, potential for sustainability and overall acceptability of the program through semi-structured interviews. Data were collected at the institutional, community and individual level to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the program. Additionally, the process data were used to iteratively improve program components that showed weak implementation.

There are several limitations to the data. First, the teacher interviews were retrospective and not based on direct observation. Second, availability of foods at stores of different sizes and locations varied considerably, and data from the large supermarket skews percentages of food availability. Third, the process data were recorded by several program assistants and process evaluators and were sometimes inconsistent between evaluators. Fourth, the level to which program activities were timed successfully across institutions was not assessed.

**Implications for practice: lessons learned**

Fidelity, dose and reach can be improved in future implementations of ZATPD if adjustments are made. Lessons learned are drawn from the data, experiences of the field coordinator and literature on other community-based programs [30, 47].

*Programs should be modified based on community size, location and setup*

Remote reserves are quite different than semi-remote reserves. For example, stores in the northern reserve had little access to fresh, affordable foods, while semi-remote reserves had access to a fully stocked supermarket. Remote reserves have on-site schools and nursing stations, while semi-remote reserves have access to local public schools and health centers. The issues on these reserves are fundamentally different, as are cultures and daily...
activities. Variations of the program should be created to address the differing needs. For example, increasing the availability of healthy foods should not be a program goal when working in large supermarkets, and lifestyle differences between rural and urban communities should be considered.

Programs require ongoing supervision

Working in remote and semi-remote communities made supervision of program implementation difficult. Program assistants were given freedom to plan activities appropriately for their individual communities, which often resulted in poor planning and insufficient delivery of activities. Being motivated and self-started is difficult under any condition, and a local supervisor who can monitor progress is crucial.

Comprehensive nutrition, diabetes and program training must be provided

Program assistants had to fill many roles: community motivator, event planner, nutrition and diabetes expert, chef, physical fitness coordinator, workshop moderator and public speaker. Limited skills and knowledge to perform these roles inhibited their ability to carry out the ZATPD program. Training of individuals should be extensive and focus on diabetes, nutrition and physical activity, while also providing skills training in public speaking, conducting workshops, internet and computer use and event organizing. Care should be taken to build confidence, capacity and ownership in individuals, as well as fostering relationships among program assistants, HSS staff and other community and health resources.

Programs should be implemented by full-time employees or professional health workers

Hiring local staff proved difficult because most people wanted full-time employment. Several of those who were hired had other jobs, making it difficult for them to prioritize ZATPD activities. Should ZATPD choose to hire program assistants in the future, two paths may prove more productive: (i) provide full-time jobs based in health offices with local supervisors who are invested in the program or (ii) employ local diabetes or nutrition workers to implement the program as part of ongoing activities and initiatives.

Alternatives to hiring program assistants include (i) forming community coalitions of individuals and organizations with the skills and interest to sustain the program or (ii) organizing and training volunteer groups to carry out ZATPD activities. Both methods increase motivation through group support and feedback, avoid issues of limited funds for employee payment, promote community planning and ownership, increase community capacity to address health issues and leave sustainable models for action [48].

Further institutionalization of the program will promote effectiveness and sustainability

Institutionalization of ZATPD program activities was difficult to achieve in the feasibility trial because it was a pilot of the activities with a short duration. Ultimately, ZATPD was still an outside program implemented with external funding, and program activities operated peripherally from other HSS activities. Integration and sustainability are particularly relevant for ZATPD because diabetes prevention requires long-term lifestyle changes and, thus, continued program activities. Daniel and Green [33] emphasize the importance of institutions in changing the social norms of communities for prevention programs. Many authors have suggested that the key to sustainability of prevention programs is capacity building at the community, organizational and individual level [35, 49–53]. Capacity building involves increasing knowledge, skills and access to resources so that community members can serve as their own health promotion experts and problem solvers [49]. Training should be provided for the school staff, HSS staff, store owners and other community members in nutrition and diabetes prevention. Building capacity will ensure quality program implementation [50], as well as contribute to sustainable community development, enabling community members to take ownership over this program and diabetes prevention as a whole.
Conclusion

ZATPD was the first multi-institutional diabetes prevention program for Native North Americans. Detailed process evaluation using qualitative and quantitative methods enabled iterative improvements in program strategies, provided vital qualitative feedback from community members and elucidated necessary changes for expansion to future communities.
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